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The role of courtyard geometry in controlling the seasonal warming
of outdoor space in cold climates is examined. Numerical and
physical simulation methods are used to compare the effects of
changes to courtyard proportion,configurationand orientation on
the key microclimaticparameters of incoming short-wave radiation,
outgoing long-wave radiation and wind shelter. Findings are
presented in a manner which can easily be integrated into the
design process.
The degree to which courtyards encourage seasonal warming at
high latitudesdiffers according to their architecturalgeometry. The
importance of each of the courtyard's geometric parameters
changes from one form to the next, but a yard's orientation is
generally a secondary factor to its proportion and configuration. In
many instances, the designer has a fair degree of flexibility in their
choice of courtyard f o n before affecting clirnate. On the other
hand, changes to courtyard geometry need not necessarily be
architecturally significant to affect a yard's thermal conditions. Often
a number of design options are available.

understanding of the parameters involved, but also the
limitations in the amount of informationwhich can be
easily understood and readily applied by the designer.
Thus, having acknowledged climate's relative
importance to a greater context and the challenge which
understandingclimate presents, it is hoped that the
study will encourage the design of outdoor spaces
which are habitable over an expanded seasonal range
and generally contribute to designer's awareness of the
fundamental relationship betweenarchitecturalform and
climate.
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public space to simply "hang out"; people out of doors always
seem to have a definite purpose or activity." (Pressman, 1991 pg.
768) During this time, the number of spontaneous social
interactions have been observed to be reduced (Li, 1994) (Nash,
1987). In this sense, people of cold regions not only become shut
away from the outdoors, but also from one another.
Despite well intended proclamations that winter is fun, the reality is
that the indoor season is more or less 'endured' by the general
public. The desire for spring to arrive and bring with it the
increased contact with the outside has become deeply entrenched
in the northerner'sframe of reference. Casual conversations and
the mass media frequently reflect the disdain for the restrictions
imposed by climate. The popularity of winter getaways to
temperate regions and the general tendency of northerners to go
"SUMMER CRAZY" (Gehl, 1990 pg.29) at the prospect of
comfortable outdoor conditions is reflective of the longing to renew
contact with outside stimuli (FIG 1.3). Unquestionably,interaction
with the experiences of the outdoors holds value for the
inhabitants of cold climates.

1.2

ARCHITECTURAL RESPONSES

In regions where summers offer only short periods of comfortable
outdoor weather, strategies to provide thermal comfort have
typically focused on mechanlcally controlled environments within
buildings. lndoor sun-spaces can be considered a solution to

(FIG 13) People enjoylng the arriva! of wamlng Sun of sprlng,
Resldenls of cold climales, eager lo end thelr tengthy lndwr confinement,
habltually pour outside wlîh the first wam day. Source: (Gehl, 1987)

many of the problems associated with the cold season as they
offer protection from the weather while still providing a level of
contact with the outside. In addition to the failure of enclosed
spaces to fully reproduce natural stimuli, however, this building
type also fails to reproduce the relative social freedoms
experienced outdoors. The restrictions on access and activity
generally found in such spaces has prompted the psychologist
Nash to suggest that the common winter depression, "is less a
consequence of winter and more a consequence of doming and
malling and staying inside." (Nash, 1 987 pg. 21) Thus, while the
atrium building type has been largely successful, it cannot entirely
be considered a replacement for outdoor space.
Climatic protection and complete enclosure are often assumed to be
synonymous, yet the term 'shelter' does not inherently imply such
distinct boundaries. The intentionto influence outdoor conditions for
livability is common throughout the history of human settlement
(FIG 1.4) and manifests itself in the age old architectural language
of courtyard, canopy, arcade, porch, etc. Although, the majority of
work regarding the climate of outdoor spaces has dealt with more
temperate regions, examples of climate protectedoutdoor space
from cold regions can be readily found.
Prior to the industrial revolution, architecturaldevelopment of
outdoor space in cold climates was common. Generally, ".. .the
siting and form of most settlements reflected the need for protection
from winter winds, both to keep conditions within buildings tolerable

(FIG 1.4) Drawlng of (a) courtyard house from Greece C. 3rd century
BC and (b) Villa Savoye by Le Corbusier, Cllmate protected outdoor
space is found throughoui the history of human seNement, Source: (a)
Redrawn from (Chlng, 1979) and (b) Redrawn from (Frampton, 1990)

(FIG 1.5) Plan of vernacular Norweglan house showlng various transitional
zones behveen lnslde and oulside. In addition to providlng for livable
interior conditions, rnlcroclimatlc layering also gave greater access to
outdoor space. Source: redrawn from (Bugge and Nofierg-Schulz, 1969)
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and to provide sheltered outdoor spaces for essential craftwork and
srnall-scale industry." (Keeble, 199011991 pg. 828) Essentially,
gradua1 transitions of protective environments provided varying
degrees of shelter both in and around the building (FIG 1.5).
,.,The gables largest area is protected by external storage and
wood sheds and living areas are given further shelter from the
outside by small interconnecting rooms leading from the porch.
The entire building is surrounded by closed porches or galleries
which provide a slow transition from cold to warm zones.
(Borve, 1990 pg.24)

The most cornmon way of moderating outdoor climate appears to
be the arrangement of buildings into groups forming enclosed
yards (FIG 1.6). A shift towards resource consumption and the
consequent diminishment of cottage industries has generally led

(FIG 1.6) Vernacular (a) Norwegianand (b) Rumanian farmsteads
demonstratlng the influence of buildlng groupings on exterior rnlcrocllmate.
Source: (Pressman, 1995).

toward the prominence of other design criteria, however. This is
particulariytrue of development at northern latitudes. Although a
tradition of protected outdoor space still persists (FIG 1.7),
contemporary use of the architectural grammar of outdoor shelter is
generally not deliberately deslgned to change or improve
microclimate. Rather, their design is a consequence of other
concems and are often quite detrimental to the comfort of the
occupants.
It is probable that the microclimate of outdoor spaces has "become
largely ignored "...because il is less vital to actual survival than to
the quality of life" (Beazley, 1991 pg.23) but also because those
most sensitive to outdoor conditions, the elderly, infirrn and very
Young, are often precluded frorn the planning process. With an

(Flg 1.7) Examples of modem deslgn with attention to microcilmale. (a)
Upper deck of Piamo Sanatoriumby Aivar Aalto. (b) Readlng balcony of
Stockholm University Library by Ralph Erskine. The intent Io provMe
wann outdoor areas is otten found In Scandlnavlan architecture, In
general however, in modem era, modification of conditions beyond the
building envelope 1s considered less of a necessity than a luxury,
Source: (a) reproduced from (Reed, 1998) and (b) (Space Design, 1985)
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Cold temperatures can be tolerated for only short periods of time
even if the body is well insulated. For cold climates it must be
accepted that, for much of the year, outdoor space will be
essentially uninhabitable. A significant increase in use of outdoor
space can be expected at about 0-4 O C (Li, 1994) with 9-12 O C
being generally regarded as the threshold for extended outdoor
activity (Bjarkto, 1965) (Gehl, 1987) (Westerberg, 1994) (Dodd,
1989). It is during these 'marginal' comfort conditions, that passive
conditioning of outdoor space is likely to have its greatest effect
(FIG 1.IO). It should also be noted however, that many cold
climates experience temperatures above comfort levels in the
summer months. Thus, to ensure that the space is usable
throughout the outdoor season the design should also avoid
overheating in periods when warrner temperatures are to be
expected. Slmllariy, microclimaticconditioning is ultimately
desirable for al1 areas where people spend time engaged in outdoor
activity. However, with the constraints of a cold climate this seems
unlikely. Given the inherent properties of buildings to modify
climate and the tendency for people to venture outside for short
distances (Westerberg, 1994) in cool conditions, the greatest
potentialfor climate tempered outdoor space in cold regions
unquestionably continues to be the design of courtyards adjacent
to buildings.

(FIG 1-10)'Wlnter gardon' suntraps at YIBhivanpolku in Helslnkl,
Finland designed by Pekka Helln and Tuomo Siitonen. A number of
recent projects have demonstrated that by optlmltlng rnlcrocllmalefoi
perlods when marginal temperalures are likeiy to occur, the 'ouldoor
season' can be extended by at least six weeks. The architeck of the
wlnlec garden report seasonal use to be increased by 3-4 months,
Source: reproduced from (Gullichsen, 1992)

2.1

HUMANS IN THElR THERMAL ENVIRONMENT

While thermal sensations out of doors are basic experiences familiar
to al1of us, they are a result of many factors. Although subjective
criteria such as acclimatization, rnood, color of surroundings...etc.,
may affect perceptions of comfort, the thermal sensations people
experience are primarily deterrnined by the heat exchanges
between their body and their surroundings. The body continuously
produces metabolic heat as a result of activity. Transfer of this
energy to the surroundings occurs through a complex combination
of radiant, evaporative, convective and conductive processes.
Maintaining a balance between heat production and dissipation is
the basis of human comfort. Although the exchange of heat can be
affected by posture, clothing and activity level, both the rate and
type of exchange are ultimately governed by the thermal
characteristicsof the immediately surrounding environrnent.
While air temperature is cornmonly used as a basis to approximate
thermal conditions, thermal transfer between body and
environrnent is also heavily influenced by: (1) the radiant
properties of the environment, (2) the air's moisture content , and
(3) the rate of air movement. In cold temperatures, the addition of
radiant energy from the surroundings helps compensate for
temperatures othenvise below comfort levels. Radiationcan be
received by means of short-wave energy from the Sun and, if the

temperature of adjacent objects is greater than that of the body's
surface, by long-wave energy from surrounding objects. The
transport of heat from the skin is influenced by the moisture content
of the air. The amount of moisture in the air varies with temperature
so although the effects of humidity on human comfort may be
pronouncedat warmer ternperatures, in cool conditions, the
absolute water content of the air is usually so low that the effects of
humidity are generally considered to be a secondary factor to those
of radiant exchange and air movement. Air movement increasesthe
transport of heat from the skin. The degree of cooling perceived is
dependent on the water vapor content, temperature, speed and
roughness of the air flow. The effect is such that even with
temperatures above freezlng, the slightest breeze can have a
pronouncedcooling affect (FIG 2.1).
With temperatures just below those that are cornfortable, air
movement and radiation are the subtle forces which ultirnately help
us to discern the places we consider to be habitable vs. those we
consider to be uninhabitable. The effects of sun and wind on our
perceptions of the climate of a place is, perhaps, known to us
intuitively as the psychological effect of Sun and wind have been
proven to have "...a marked effect on usage, over and above its
influence on temperature sensation." (Keeble, l99OI9l pg. 827) So
although the designer has lirnited control on temperatures out-ofdoors (Eliasson, l99O/l99l), by means of their influence over Sun
and wind, they ultimately determine human comfort in the outdoor
environment,

-----

Standing in Shade
Standing ln Sun

(Wlnd spred In m e t e n per second)

(FIG 2,1) Graph showing the retationship behveen temperature, air
flow and Viemai comfort. Area behveen each pair of Ilnes indlcate
lemperalurelalrflowcombinations giving cornloitable conditions for a
person wearing typical spring clothing, The wanning aflecls of Sun are
grealesl at low wlnd speeds. Source: (Feduniw, 1998).

2.2.1

SHORT-WAVE RADIATION

It is well understood that the natural heating of outdoor space
generally occurs as a result of the short-wave solar energy they
receive. While the amount of solar radiation arriving in an area is
dependent on geographic location, time of year and atmospheric
content (see Appendix A2 and A3), local variations in receipt of
solar radiation are the result of the position of the collector relative

to the sun's rays and reflection and overshadowingfrom
surrounding surfaces. Short-wave solar radiation received by a
surface is generally categorized in three components: (1) Direct
beam radiation, (2) Diffuse sky radiation and (3) Reflected radiation.
(1) DIRECT BEAM RADIATION
Direct radiation arrives at the earth in parallel beams (FIG
2.3). The more oblique the sun's rays are to a surface, the
less beam energy is received per unit of area (FIG 2.4). The
directional nature of beam energy is also responsiblefor the
overshadowing of surfaces on clear days. It is this portion of
solar receipt that producesthe greatest heating effect and
accordingly, numerous sources illustrate that in the absence
of direct solar radiation, very little variation in microclimate can
be expected. Receipt of direct solar radiation can be
maxlmized through orientation and avoidance of
overshadowing objects between Sun and collecting surfaces
(FIG 2.5).

(FIG 2.3) Direct radiation arrives at the earih ln parallel beams,

(FIG 2.4) The more oblique the sun's rays are to a surface, the l e s
beam energy is receked per unit of area. Although the îwo surfaces are
Ihe same slze, surface 'a' receives more dlrecl solar radlath ttian
surface 'b'.

(FIG 23) Recelpt of Direct beam energy 1s affecteci by the orientalion of
collectlng surface and shadows lhrown from sunoundlngobjecls,

(2) DIFFUSE SKY RADIATION

Of the radiation received by the earth, the portion that is
scattered by particles in ils passage through the earth's
atrnosphere is referred to as diffuse sky radiation (FIG 2.6).
The proportion of diffuse sky to direct radiation is heavily
dependent on atmospheric content. During overcast
conditions diffuse sky radiation accounts for al1 of the
relatively srnaIl total of radiation reaching the earth's surface.
Although direct radiation is generally considered the primary
engine of microclimate,diffuse sky radiation still accounts for
10%-20% of incident energy even on the clearest days and
therefore is an important source of radiant input. While the
distribution of diffuse radiation over the sky is variable,
changes to collecter orientation have a lesser impact than
experienced with direct beam. Rather, the optimal geometty
for collection of diffuse sky radiation is the avoidance of
obstructions in the entirety of the surrounding hemisphere
(FIG 2.7).

(FIG 2,6) Diffuse short-waveenergy is recelved from al1 directions of the
sky. During clear conditions, Incomlng diffuse energy tends to be
grealest from the area surrounding the sun,

(3) REFLECTED RADIATION
Energy is also received by a surface via direct beam and sky
diffuse radiationreflectedfrorn surrounding objects. Ref lection
can be thought of as a m mplex combination of specular, in
which the incident angle iç equal to reflected angle and
diffuse, in which radiation is distributed equally in al1directions
(FIG 2.8). The distribution and intensity of reflected radiation
is dependent on the nature of the reflecting surface and on the

(FIG 2.7) Recelpt of Diffuse sky radiation Is llmited by objects whlch
obstruct the sky.

geometry between source, reflector and collector. Although
reflected radiation is generally of lesser quantity than beam or
sky diffuse, reflected radiation can represent a substantial
source of energy if the surroundings are highly reflective. In
courtyards, multiple reflection between facets serves to
increase the amount of energy absorbed (FIG 2.9)
"...because after initial reflectionfrom a facet of the system
there is at least some chance of reflected (diffused) radiation
encountering another surface before exiting to the
atmosphere." (Oke, 1987 pg.232) This phenornenon has
been linked to temperature increase inside courtyards (Aida,
1982).

(FIG 28) Short-waveradlalion renected from a surface can be
considered a comblnatlon of (a) specular and (b) dilfuse. The resuk is
shown ln (c), Wih most nalural suriacas the ditiuse portlm 1s expected
Io domlnale, Source: redrawn from (DuMe and Beckman, 1974)

(FIG 2,9) With adjacent surfaces, reflecled short-wave radlalion has a
grealer chance Io be absorbed belore It is refiected back Io the sky.
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2.2.3

AIR MOVEMENT

Air movement reduces temperature differencesthat arise from
uneven heating. Although the tendency of warm air to rise
becomes increasingly important with an increased height above
ground, the primarily horizontal movement of wind is an important
component of heat transfer near the earth's surface (Oke, 1987).
The degree of mixing from the wind, depends upon the roughness
and the speed of the flow.
10000

While wind conditions are largely dependent on the characteristics
of large scale air masses, air flow can be modified at the level of site
by the frictional drag and pressure differences arising from contact
with other parcels of air or solid objects. Frictionaldrag reducesthe
speed (FIG 2.12) and occasionally alters the path of the wind.
Pressure differences redirect, mix (FIG 2.13) and change the wind's
speed. Turbulent winds commonly exist close to building edges
and walls (FIG 2.14). The degree to which objects in the
landscape modify wind is dependent on their size, shape,
orientation, porosity, surface roughness and relative location to
other objects.
Shelter is a region of relative calm produced by the blocking of
wind. The flow around a simple isolated object is commonly broken
down into four zones. (FIG 2.15). The shape and size of the
protected cavity on both lee and windward sides of a solid object is
chiefly determined by the object's height, cross-wind width and
orientation(F1G 2.16). The shelter produced by a courtyard is
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(FIG 2,12) The frlctional drag induced by roughened surfaces reduces
wlnd speed. As a result of the roughness of sunounding terrain, wlnd
speed decreases towards the ground, The effect is more pronounced in
built up areas, Source: redrawn from (ASHRAE, 1993)

(FIG 2.13) Schematic illustrating (a) laminar flow, In which air moves In
successive parallei layers and (b) turbulent flow, in wtiich the layer's mIx
and flow becomes variable In speed and fluctuatlng in direction.
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essentially a variation on this basic pattern, except the extent to
which the protected cell is maintained is influenced by the presence
of the yard's attached walls (FIG 2.17). It is commonly accepted
that shelter can be optimized for courtyards by rnanipulating
courtyard geometry.

(FIG 2,17) Hussain and Lee (1980) identiliedViree llow patterns around
arrays of buildings developing primariiy as a resuit of the relatlonshlp
between object helghl and spacing In the direction of aie flow, The flow at
progressiveiy smailer spacing is described as (a) lsolaled roughness flow,
in which the wakes are somewhat distubedl (b) Wake interference, wtiere
a downward llow off the face of the downstream building Is evident and (c)
Skimming ilow, where the rnajority of the flow does no1enter the space
behveenbuildings. A lesser known sludy by Smith and Wilson (1977)
indlcates simiiar flow patterns in lsolated yards, Source: redrawn from
(Oke, 1988)

2.3

ZONE

OF COMPATlBlLlTY

In reviewing the relationship between geometry and the key
climatic elements, it is evident that the search for an optimal
courtyard fonn for extending the outdoor season is full of inherent
contradictions. Shelter from wind, absorption of reflected radiation
and retention of long-wave radiation are encouraged by a compact
arrangement, whereas receipt of solar radiation benefits frorn
openness. Moreover, orientations which require exposure for
receipt of solar radiation may also be those that are in the greatest
need of shelter from the wind. Sol while sources are in agreement
that outdoor conditions for cold climates can be improved by
manipulating courtyard shape, just how this is to be done is not
clear,
The notion of a 'zone of compatibility', a range of geornetries which
avoids the adverse effects of climate, was formally proposed by
the climatologistT. R. Oke (1988). Concentrating on quantifiable
relationships between built form and the climatic parameters of (1)
short-wave radiation, (2) long-wave radiation and (3) air
movement, Oke draws general conclusions with regards to form.
While his findings are applicable only to east-west facing canyons
at mid-latitude locations, his criterion of what can be considered
favorable along with his general approach can readily be adopted
to help draw conclusions with regards to courtyard shapes at
higher latitudes.

3.1

STUDY APPROACH

Ideally, a climatic analysis for the purpose of determining the best
courtyard form for a given location would take into consideration
regional weather patterns and moderating effects of objects specific
to a particular site. While the methods of analysis presented here
can be used in just such a manner, very few designers have the
time or the means to undertake such a study. Given these
circumstances, the best approach seems to be to provide the
designer with general information with regards to simplified
conditions so that they may begin to weigh the pros and cons of
various schemes in an informed manner. Though a degree of
accuracy is lost with this general approach, the findings are
applicable to a wider audience.

3.2

LIMITATIONS

Courtyard shapes are evaluated in this study on their geometrical
properties only. The thermal properties of the component material
are not considered here, nor is any attempt made to understand the
partitioning of energy within a specific system. Rather, the key
microclimatic parameters of solar access, long-wave re-radiation
and wind shelter are examined in isolation. This approach does not
consider the role of free convection or evaporation. Nor is any
attempt made to model the retention of short-wave energy resulting
from multiple reflection of radiation between courtyard facets. It is
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Accepting thls, an outdoor area can begin to be classified in terrns
of the (1) configuration of its facets , (2) the proportions of its
facets, and its (3) orientation to climatic elements.
(1) CONFIGURATION

Facets provide a degree of enclosure to an area. The
arrangement of the facets to one another is referred to here as
'configuration'. Each configuration has an underlying floor
plane and minimum of two adjoining facets. Using this criteria
four basic configurations are commonly found (FIG 3.1).
Configurations of less than two facets and enclosures with
parallel apertures are not considered here because of their
inherently poor sheltering characteristics(Wirén, 1975)
(Gandemer, 1975).

(FIG 3,1) Conflguratlonrefers to the arrangement of the courtyard's
facets. Couriyardsare classified as (a) Enclosed yard (b) Alcove (c) 'U'
shaped yard (d) 'L' shaped yard,

(FIG 3,2) Proportionrefers Io the size of the lacets relative Io one
another,

(2) PROPORTION

The proportions of the various forms are clearly determined
by their height (H), width (W), and depth (O) (FIG 3.2).
Model inputs correspond roughly to what can be considered
both commonly occurring and usable space. The proportions
of width to depth are 1:4,2:4,3:4,4:4,4:3,4:2,4:1(FIG 3.3).
To facilitate comparison , al1the forms occupy the same floor
area. Height intervals are also based on the common floor
area and are 0.25 x area, 0.375 x area, 0.5 x area, 0.625 x
area, 0.75 x area, 0.875 x area and 1.Ox area (FIG 3.4).

(FlG 33) The seven ground proporllons examined in aie study roughly
correspond Io M a t can be considered 'usable spaca'.

(FIG 3.4) The seven courtyard heighls examined in the study. Intenial
based on common floor area.

3.3.2
3.3.2.1

ENVIRONMENTAL PARAMETERS

SOLAR ACCESS

The arnount of solar radiation reaching the interior of a courtyard is
taken as an indicator of daytime heating potential. The total
irradiance for each courtyard shape is derived by means of a
numerical simulation executed on a digital computer. For the
purposes of the model a number of simplifications are made:

- Given that significant microclimatic variations are unlikely to
occur in absence of direct Sun, clear sky conditions are
assumed. It should be noted that, given a particular latitude,
a small degree of regional variation in solar receipt even in
cloudless skies can be expected as a result of disparate
levels of particulates in the air. However, for general
purposes, a number of atmospheric characteristics common to
the latitudes examined in the study can be found. (see
Appendix A3)

- For the calculation of the degree of obstruction of incoming
short-wave radiation by surrounding surfaces, diffuse sky
radiation is assumed to occur equally frorn al1 parts of the sky.
Although the area around the Sun and horizon are brighter
than the rest of the sky in clear conditions, "For many
applications the assumption of an isotropic or perfectly
diffuse radiance distribution is acceptable and of help in
simplification." (Oke, 1987 pg. 354)

(E) Comparison of total courtyard lrradiance to that of a
horizontal plate of equivalent floor area

(A) COMPUTATION OF RADIANT INTENSITY
The amount of radiationfalling on an unobstnicted surface can be
predicted with reasonable accuracy if date, time and latitude are
known. Sources generally differ little in their methods of calculating
intensity of direct beam radiation. There is more discrepancy,
however, in obtaining the ratio of direct radiation to diffuse radiation.
This study uses the program SUNPATH I SUNSPEC to estimate
direct beam, diffuse sky and ground reflected components incident
on the various facets for time interval specified above. The
program uses an anisotropic rnodel and sophisticated set of
atmospheric and environmentalparameters and is therefore
believed to be more accurate than the commonly used ASHAAE
based programs (Gueyrnard, 1993). Data produced in SUNPATH /
SUNSPEC is stored in ASCII format for further processing. A
program description and list of inputs used for the study are
included in Appendix A2 and A3.
(B) COMPUTATION OF GEOMETRIC OBSTRUCTION

To accurately represent the amount of solar radiation received by a
courtyard, the degree of obstruction from surrounding surfaces must
be detenined for the direct beam, sky diff use and ground diffuse
components.

The amount of obstruction to the direct beam is dependent on the
position of objects relative to the position of the Sun. For any
courtyard, the area of the yard which is directly irradiated is a
function of date and hour. Although various methods of
computation exist, the simplest method of determining the directly
radiated area at a particular time interval is by orthographic
projection from the sun's point of view (Yezioro and Shaviv, 1994).
For the study, projection was accomplished by means of a
programming subroutine written in a commonly available CAD
modeller (see Appendix A4) (FIG 3.7). The calculations were
executed with time intewals and solar positions corresponding to
those used for computationof radiant intensities. Projected areas
were appended to an ASCII file.
Evaluation as to the degree of obstruction of diffuse sky and
diffuse ground radiation by surrounding objects must be undertaken
on a facet by facet basis. For this calculation, diffuse radiation is
assumed to occur isotropically and, correspondingly,the degree of
obstruction for a particular courtyard facet can be considered
constant regardlessof time. The amount of obstruction of diffuse
radiation resulting from the surroundings is commonly expressed as
a dimensionless coefficient referred to as a view-factor. Viewfactors of sky and ground are calculated for each of the facets by
means of the method outlined in Appendix 82.

(FIG 3 4 One of the simplest ways Io detemilne
the amount ol direct solar energy reaching an
object at a particular time Interva! 1s through
orthographie projection from the sun's point of view.
Every third computational lnterval 1s shown above.
Time given 1s solar Lime.

(C) CONCATENATION OF RADIANT JNTENSITY WlTH
GEOMETRIC OBSTRUCTION
The quantity of direct radiation received by the courtyard at each of
the 20 minute intervals is derived by multiplying the projected area
of the courtyard interior by the intensity of the direct normal beam
(EQN 1). The amount of diffuse sky and diffuse ground radiation
received by each courtyard facet for each of the 20 minute intervals
is derived by multiplying the radiant intensity by the view-factor

-

and area of the facet (EQN 2 3).
(D) SUMMATION OF CONCATENATED VALUES
Total daily courtyard irradiance is derived for the sample days by
adding the concatenated 20-minute irradiance values of direct beam,
sky diffuse and ground diffuse components from dawn to dusk.
This value is then divided by the courtyard's surface area to
determine the yard's solar receipt per unit of area. Courtyard
surface area varies according to configuration and proportion.

Direct lrradiance QI coumyard =
met mih t w t y X mjected kamtldaraa
(Equatlon 1)

Diiluse 8ky Irradiance ol surface =
MantltyolOlltws&y ridarhxLkyvkw-lict#,otlratxkwolthlrat
(Equallon 2)

(Equatlon 3)

sunica

Am.

-

(E) COMPARISON OF TOTAL COURTYARD IRRADIANCE

WlTH UNOBSTRUCTED PLANE
To facilitate the cornparison of the yards, the solar receipt per unit of
area of each courtyard is comparedto a constant: the amount of
solar radiation received per unit of area of an unobstructed
horizontalsurface at the same latitude during the summer solstice
(FIG 3.8). This 'solar access' value, although potentially greater
than 1, is generally between O and 1 for courtyards. It must be
noted that it is difficult, without specifying courtyard materials, to

(FIG 3.8) The solar accsss value Is derived by comparing the quantity
of solar radiation per unit of area reachlng the couriyard's floor and
walls over the course of one sample day, Io Vie quantity of solar
radialion whlch 1s received per unit of area by a horizonlal plane during
Ihe summer sotsttce,

determine how much of a change to solar access is required to
significantly affect microclimate. However, given that for latitudes
4 5 O through 6 5 O , each hundredth of a solar access point represents
approxirnately .30,.31 and -32MJlm2per day, we may assume
that a change in solar access of less than .05, as this represents
approximately 1.6 MJlm2per day, is not likely to be of any great
signticance.

factor from a point is equal to one minus the sum of the wall viewfactors of surrounding elements (EQN 4).
Wall view-factorcalculations can be conducted for an element in
two dimensions for any point if altitude and azimuth angles are
known (FIG 3.9). Calculation of average sky view-factor for each
courtyard shape was executed on a spreadsheet program running
on a digital cornputer. View-factors for each grid point were
calculated by using the proven methods of Johnson and Watson
(1984)(1985) (see Appendix 82).These values were averaged to
detenine the view-factor of calculation plane relative to the facet
concern. The computations were repeated for al1surrounding facets
and average values added to derive the total degree of obstruction
for that plane. The view-factors for each plane were then weighted
in accordance with their total surface area to derive a final measure
of sky vlew-factor for a courtyard. While solar exposure is
dependent on latitude, orientation and time of year, the sky viewfactor is a function of configuration and proportion only. It is
assumed that a change in sky view-factor of less than one tenth is
unlikely to be of any great significance (Johnson, l9B8).

(FIG 3.9) The vlew-factorof a plane from a parilcular polnt can be calculated if
the altitude and Mo azlmuth angles are known. (see appendlx 0)

3.3.2.3

WlND

The warming effects of radiationdecrease with increasing wind
speed. While the individual systems of solar receipt and longwave radiation tend themselves to linear modeling, the evaluation of
the eff ect of courtyard geometry on wind is less straight foward.
Air flows through built-up areas cannot be predicted by simply
adding the patterns around individual obstacles, but rather require
extensive study using advanced simulation techniques. For any
given courtyard, degree of shelter varies not only from one place to
the next, but also from moment to moment and, considering that site
conditions in many circumstances will be the prime determinant of
wind conditions inside a courtyard, focusing on assigning a precise
numerical degree of shelbr for various shapes in the generic
context is not only beyond the scope of this study, it is also
somewhat il1advised,
In this study, a more general approach relying on expertise of
consultants and published studies is used to describe some of the
effects that orientation, proportion and configuration have on air flow
and to ultimately determine which courtyards are able to provide a
perceptible level of wind protection through the full range of
orientations. The published studies referenced here consider shelter
interms of wind reduction, and in some cases, wind reduction and
turbulent intensity. It must be noted that white there is no
commonly accepted quantification of perceptible wind reduction,
the language employed by these studies to refer to relatively calm
conditions is often synonyrnous. For the purpose of this study,

those yards considered to be effective at, ". ..holding air relatively
still." (Dodd, 1989 pg.63) or are able to provide ".. .sorne
shelter.. .",(Oke, 1988 pg. 106) independently of the wind's angle
of approach, will be termed 'Wind Protected'.
Additionally, a scale rnodel simulation is used to generate
photographs demonstrating the general flow patterns around basic
courtyard forms. The simulation techniques employed are
established procedures similar to those used in other studies and
specifically for analysis of this kind (see Appendix Cl ). A
roughness layer corresponding to suburbanlurban is used for the
visualization as this condition is likely to be representative of the
majority of sites. Assumptions with regards to the roughness of the
boundary layer will not significantly influence the study's findings
as the model is used for visualization purposes only. For
purposes of the visualization the courtyards are placed in a
simplified building shape (FIG 3.10) to provide a basis for general
observations. This convention is expected to have limited
influence on the flows (see section 2.3.3).A constant wind speed
is also used for the observations as, within the range of wind
speeds norrnally encountered, the general behavior of flow
modules do not change much (Brown, 1995) (Theakston, 1998).
For the study, air flow will differ according to orientation,
configurationand proportion.

Enclosrd yard

Alcovr

'U'-shaped yard

'L'.shaprd yard

(FIG 3,10) The location and %ale of each of the coniiguraUons relatbe
Io the sirnplified building shape.

3.4

OVERALL EFFlClENCY

In considering microclimate, it is important to understand that the
relativecontribution of one climatic parameter versus another cannot
be simply decided. Not only is the relationship between the
parameters not wholly understood but, with different sites, the
importance of the criteria to one another will Vary. As a result of this
complexity, a single measure of overall eff iciency cannot be derived
by means of mathematical manipulationof the measures mentioned
above. Rather, following the work of Mills (1997), the relative
efficiency of one form to another can begin to be approximated by
comparing the individual parameters of a particular shape against
those of a reference form. In this study, a horizontal plate is used
as the basis of comparison of the various courtyard forms.

4.1

PROPORTION & ORIENTATION

4.1.1 ENCLOSED YARD
The enclosed yard receivesdirect solar radiation in a manner
identical to the horizontal plate. The total quantity of solar energy
collected by the yard increases as the path of the Sun in the sky
becomes higher towards summer solstice.

Change in ground proportion has little effect on solar receipt for the
enclosed yard. The amount of direct radiation entering the yard
remains unchanged as long as the horizontal area of the courtyards
is constant. Minor variations in solar receipt wlh changes to ground
proportioncan be attributed to the fact that narrow yards, collect
diffuse sky radiation less efficiently than square yards (FIG 4.1).
The effects of changes to courtyard height are more noticeable,
however. White the amount of Sun reaching the yard remains the
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(FIG 4,1) Graph indicallng change ln solar access for different
ground proportions of enclosed yard at (a) 45" Latitude, (b) 55"
Latitude and (c) 65" Latitude. Black line lndlcates solar recelpt
during the equinox and grey llne indicates solar recelpt at the
summer solstice. For each ol the latitudes, the shortest loms have
the hlghest level of solar recelpt. The differencesln solar access
between the helghts are most pronouncedat 45" latitude, wtiereas,
seasonal difierences in solar access are most evldent al 65".
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same, the courtyard's surface area is proportional to its height.
Correspondingly, the solar receipt per unit of area is greater for
shorter courtyards than for taller ones. Change in courtyard height
is more significant for shorter than for taller heights. With the
exception of a shift between the two shortest heights, change must
occur over a number of proportional intervals before solar receipt is
substantially affected.
For the enclosed yard, no significant variation in solar receipt results
from changes in orientation (FIG 4.2).
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proportion must be over a number of intervals to create a
noticeable difference in solar receipt for this configuration.
The alcove configuration is sensitive to orientation from south in a
relative sense only (FIG 4.4). Taller wider alcoves are more
responsive than shorter narrower ones. The effect of orientation is
not constant with season, however. At the equinox, the alcove
experiences a decrease in solar receipt when the aperture is
rotated away from south. This is prirnarily by reason of the limited
path of the Sun along the horizon and also because the intensity of
solar radiation drops off markedly at extremely low solar elevations.
Conversely, during the solstice, the alcove experiences an
increase in solar receipt when the aperture is rotated away frorn
south. The sun's rays approach the vertical aperture at a lower
and more direct angle without being so low as to significantly
diminish solar intensity. However, for the alcove, the magnitude of
the change to solar receipt encounteredwith rotationwithin 45
degrees from south can be consideredsmall.
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'U'-SHAPED YARD
The 'Un-shapedyard collects solar radiation through both horizontal
and vertical apertures. Towards the equinox, the amount of direct
solar radiationentering the courtyard through the horizontal aperture
decreaseswhile the amount of direct solar radiation received
through the vertical aperture increases. Consequently, the
absolute and relative magnitude of seasonal variation for any 'Unshaped yard is not constant with proportion, but rather dependent
on the yard's proportion of horizontal to vertical aperture. Taller
wider yards collect significantly more solar radiation during the
equinox than shorter narrower yards. The discrepancy in seasonal
efficiency between proportions is reduced with orientation away
from south.

4.1 4

Solar receipt for the 'Us-shapedconfiguration is affected by both
height and ground proportion (FlG 4.5). As the 'U'-shaped yard
becomes wider, there is an increase in the amount of solar receipt
per unit of area. This is particularly evident for taller yards. As the
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height of the yard decreases the amount of solar energy received
per unit of area generally increases because the amount of direct
solar radiation entering through the horizontal remains essentially
the same while the surface area of the yard is reduced. Wider
yards are less affected by change in height as they receive a larger
portion of their solar receipt by means of the vertical aperture. The
magnitude of change to insolation resulting from altering either height
or ground proportion varies depending on courtyard proportion. For
this configuration a shift of over one proportional interval can be
rneaningful.
With rotationfrom south, solar receipt is diminished during the
equinox and increasedduring the summer solstice for the 'Ugshaped yard (FIG 4.6). At equinox, the decline in solar receipt is a
result of the limited path of the Sun about the horizon and the
drastically diminished strength of the sun's rays at very low solar
altitudes. During the summer solstice, the Sun reaches the
courtyards' vertical aperture without being so low as to be
drastically diminished by ils path of travel through the atmosphere.
Tallest widest yards are the most sensitive to change in orientation
because of their large vertical apertures. Conversely, short narrow
yards are very similar to layout as enclosed yards and as a result
are essentially unaffected by their alignment. Even for those yards
most sensitive to orientation, rotation from south must approach 45
degrees before there is notable change in the level of solar receipt.
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4.1.4 'L'-SHAPED YARD

The 'L1-shapedyard receives solar radiation on three surfaces of

different aspect. The degree to which the shift in season affects the
solar receipt on each of these surfaces is not uniform and, as a
result, the extent of the seasonal variation in solar receipt for this
courtyard is dependent on the proportions of the yard's surfaces to
one another. With few exceptions, however, insolation is
increased toward the summer solstice.
The amount of solar energy received per unit of area is affected by
both ground proportion and height for this configuration (FIG 4.7).
Sensitivity to change in these paramelers varies markedly with
season. Height is of diminished importance during the equinox.
Although the yard's back-wall receives the direct beam at increased
intensity at this time, the side-wall generally receives the direct
bearn at very low solar altitudes and consequently at greatly
reduced intensity. Any gains in solar receipt resulting from

increasing the height of the back-wall is offset by the increased
height of the side-wall. Rather, during the equinox, solar receipt is
chiefly determined by the relative proportion of the side-wall to the
back-wall.The height of courtyard is of increased importance during
the sumrner solstice because of the higher path of the Sun in the
sky. During this tirne, insolation is greater for shorter forms because
a greater portion of the courtyard's total surface area is an
unobstructed horizontal. Ground proportion 1s of little consequence
during the summer solstice because the side-wall and back-wall
receive the sun's rays at similar intensity. With the exception of the
pronounced effect a change in height has on short forms during the
solstice, a change of only one proportional interval can generally be
considered of minor consequence for this configuration.
Orienting the 'L' shape courtyard away from south generally
serves to decrease its solar receipt (FIG 4.8) (FIG 4.9). The more
the yard is rotated, the more the intense midday Sun is irnpeded
from reaching the back-wall and floor. If the side-wall is large, so
too is the degree of obstruction. The decrease in solar receipt with
orientation from south becomes increasingly evident toward the
equinox as the path of the Sun is abbreviated. Tall narrow yards
experience losses of approximately 50% during the equinox but
only 22% during the surnmer solstice with 45 degree orientation
from south. Short-wide yards are the least affected during the
equinox. For this configuration,depending on proportion and
season, rotation less than 15 degrees is potentially significant.
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(FIG 4.9) Graph indicating change Io solar access with orientation
from south for ths talles1wldest IL'-shaped yard during equlnox,
show In black, and summer solstice, shown in grey, The tallest
wldest 'L'-shaped yard Is among the most sensitive to orientation al
equlnox but among the least sensitive Io orienlalionat the surnmer
solstice, Unlike short wlde and tail narrow 'LI-shapedyards, solar
receipt lncreases slightly durlng lhe sumrner solstice with allgnment
of lhls yard from south. This tendency Is rnost evldent at 45' latitude
and resulls from a relativeiy hlgh, yet abbrevlated path of Sun In the
sky (when compared with the ottier latitudes),
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ORIENTATION: 45 degrees from South
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(FIG 4.1 1) Graph of solar access In relationIo ground proportion
torfhe four configurations with orlentatlon 45 degrees from souîh for
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degree orlentatlon from soulh there Is little dlfference in solar access
beîween 'U' and 'LI-shaped yards for any proportion.
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4.3

SUMMARY OF SOLAR ACCESS

The portion of incoming solar energy reaching the interior of the
courtyards is determined primarily by the courtyard's configuration
and proportion but is also moderated by orientation. Height is of
little consequence to al1but the enclosed yard during the equinox
but is a dominant parameter in determining insolation levels for all
the foms at the summer solstice. Ground proportion, while of little
significance to the enclosed and 'Ln-shapedyards, is more important
to the alcove and 'U'shaped yards. Orientation from south
generally serves to decrease solar receipt. But, within 45 degrees
from south, orientation is generally only notable for the 'L'shaped
yard. In summary, the degree to which any of the geometric
parameters effects solar receipt is highly variable from one
proportion and one configuration to the next.
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5.1

PROPORTION & ORIENTATION

5.1.1 ENCLOSED YARD
The enclosed yard obstructs the sky the least when it is square in
plan. However, the influence of ground proportion on sky viewfactor can be considered negligible for this configuration. Mainly,

sky view-factor is determined by courtyard height (FIG 5.1). With
taller forms, differences in sky view-factor from one height interval to
another are initially slight, but with shorter forms, a change of one
helght interval is more notable. Because the increment of height
change is constant, the effect on shorter walls is greater.
Correspondingly, the overall difference in sky view-factor between
the shortest and the tallest enclosed yards is relatively large for this
configuration.

(QroundProportion)

(FIG 5,1) Graph demonstratingchange in sky vlew-factor tor varlous proportions of

enclosed yard,

5.1.2 ALCOVE
The amount to which the alcove yard obstructs the sky is
dependent on its ground proportion and height. The sky is least
obstructed when the yard is tall and wide. For shorter alcoves, the

effect of changes to ground proportion on sky view-factor can be
considered negligible (FIG 5.2). As the courtyard grows taller,
however, a shift in ground proportionfrom square to wide forms
begins to create noticeable changes to the degree of obstruction of
the sky. For this configuration, a change in height has the greatest
effect on sky view-factor when the aperture is at its widest.
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5.1.4

' L'WSHAPED YARD

The sky view-factor of the IL'-shaped yard varies only marginally
with change in ground proportion (FIG 5.4). This is largely by
reason of the yard's overhead aperture, but also because (see
5.1 .1) the view-factors of the yard's enclosing walls are inversely
proportionalto one another. For this configuration,the effect of
ground proportion on sky view-factor varies with height. For yards
of square ground proportion,the obstruction of the overhead
aperture is less, but the obstruction of the two vertical aperlures is
more than would be experienced for narrower yards. A change in
height changes the relative contribution of vertical and horizontal
apertures to the total sky view-factor. Correspondingly, square
yards obstruct the sky the most when they are tall and the least
when they are short. Variation in sky view-factor for the 'LI-shaped
yard is primarily a function of height, however. Sensitivity of sky
view-factor ta height is most evident for square ground proportions.
Regardless of ground propartion, however, for taller forms,

differences in sky view-factor over one interval of height are
negligible. Rather, for this configuration, change in height of one
intenral is noticeable only for the shortest heights.
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(FIG 5.4) Graph demonstratlng change In sky vlew-factor for various proportions of
'L'-shaped yard.

5.2
COMPARISON OF CONFIGURATIONS
The choice of configuration plays an important role in determining
sky view-factor (FIG 5.5). The alcove generally obstructs the sky
the most of any of the configurations as a large share of the
alcove's single vertical aperture is obstructed by the ground plane.
The degree of disparity in sky view-factor between the alcove and
the other configurations is most pronouncedwith short narrow
proportions. At tall heights the difference between the alcove and
the other configurations is reduced. In fact, with ground proportions
wider than 4:3, the alcove and enclosed yard have similar sky
view-factors. With its single aperture, the enclosed yard obstructs
the sky more than either 'L' or 'U'-shaped at any proportion. At wide
ground proportions, the distinction in sky view-factor between the
enclosed yard and 'U'-shaped yard is significant because of the
'U'-shaped yard's large vertical aperture. However, with narrower
ground proportions,the size of the vertical aperture is diminished
and distinction between the enclosed and 'U' configurations is only
slight. Similarly, the IL'-shaped configuration has the lowest degree
of obstruction of the sky at any ground proportion and while the
sky view-factor of the IL'-shaped yard is considerably larger than
that of any of the enclosed yards, the distinction in between 'LIand
'U'-shaped yards is notable only for narrower ground proportions.
Furthermore, the distinction in sky view-factor between enclosed,
'U' and 'LI-shaped configurations is diminished at shorter heights.
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5.3 SUMMARY OF SKY VlEW-FACTOR
Sky view-factor is primarily determined by the combination of
configuration and height. For the enclosed and 'L'configurations,
the effect of change in ground proportion on sky view-factor can be
considered insignificant. For the alcove and 'U'configurations,
change to ground proportion must be over three intervals for
notable change to sky view-factor to occur. For al1the yards,
height is of more importance. With the exception of the alcove, the
lowest heights obstruct the sky the least. For the shortest
enclosed, 'Utand 'LI configurations, changes of one interval of
height is significant. Although choice of configurationoften has
drastic effects on sky view-factor, a change from one configuration
to the next for a particular proportioncan occasionally be made with
only marginalconsequences.

6 WlND SHELTER ANALYSIS
6.1

PROPORTION & ORIENTATION

6.1.2

ENCLOSED YARD

The only path of entry for the wind into the enclosed yard is by
way of the yard's open top. Although the flow of the wind is
generally along the horizontal, wind may be diverted into the
enclosed yard as a result of contact with surrounding objects or
suction induced by lower pressure within the yard. Shelter tends
to be most concentrated toward the leeward side of the upstream
wall but is often notable across the majority of the yard (FIG 6.1).
It is, perhaps, intuitively expected that, as the height relative to the
spacing in the direction of the flow increases, the tendency for wind
to drop into the enclosed yard becomes less. This assumption
underlies design rules-of-thumbfor arrays of buildings in a grid
arrangement given by Oke (1988), and for courtyards given by
Dodd (1989), B m e (1987), Keeble (1991) (FIG 6.2) which
specify a maximum spacing in the direction of the wind relative to

(FIG 6.2) As a general deslgn rule, a number of sources note that
courtyards should not exceed 5 x their height in the direclion of the flow.

For arrays O! bulldlngs, Oke speculates that maximum acceptable spacing
be In the nelghborhoodof 2,5 x object helght. These values are ln good
agreement wiUi generalized deslgn rules-of-îhumbfor enclosed yards given
by Dodd 12-31]and Keeble [2,5.3h] and Bsrve [2h]. Source: redrawn
from (B0~e,1987),
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Wind
Velocity relative to
Surroundings

- 1

No noticeable ieduction

(FIG 6,1) Jensen and Frank's (1964) study of an
enclosed yard ln a school building of moderate
height. Shaded areas Indicale significanlshelter.
Regardless of orientation, wlnd velocity across a
large poition of the enclosed yard is l e s tban half
of the wind velocity of the surroundings.
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height for provision of adequate shelter. Earlier work by Smith and
Wilson (1977), suggests that the relationship between yard length,
height and wind reduction may be more complex, however. They
found, with spacings 2 to 5 five x the height of the yard, wind
velocity can be marginally decreased by enlarging the space.
Additionally they found that a significant reduction in wind velocity
occurs with spacings greater than 5 times the height. There is also
disagreement among the sources (Hassan, 1974) (Hussain and
Lee 1980) (Smith and Wilson, 1977) as to the overall effect of
changes to cross-wind width. There is agreement, however, that a
significant degree of shelter occurs with spacing less than 2.5 x the
courtyard height and that cross-wind width is of secondary
importance.
Applying the above criteria to the proportionof enclosed yards
examined here, yards with heights greater than 5 storeys are likely
to be relatively sheltered regardless of orientation. Even at
elongated proportions, taller yard's longest walls do not exceed 2.5
x their height. As the yard becomes shorter, elongated yards are
the first to exceed this limit. With a height of approximately 4
storeys and elongated ground proportions, the enclosed yard is
unlikely to be protected from the wind through the full range of
directions. By the same principle,the two shortest heights are not
wind protected at any ground proportion (FIG 6.3) (TABLE 1).

(HG 6.3) Picture ol ilow around (a) a lall endosed yard wiih elongated
ground proportlons and (b) a short enclosed yard with square ground
proportions, The lenglti ol the tall yard 1s equal to 2 x ils helghl. The flow
does no1 enter it Io any slgnificanl degree, The shortest yard's length is
equal Io 4 x Its helghl and, allhough no1 as tong as yard (a), Ihe wind has a
tendency lo roll lnlo ii much more frequently.
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Note: Data provided from model studies by Smith and Wilson
(7977) and Jensen and Frank (1964) indicate that velocities within
the enclosed yards are under 75% of the reference value. The
shelter effect of the enclosed yard is possibly even greater in real
life situations, however, as heat escaping from the yard is reported
to cause a chimney effect which deters wind from entering the
courtyard (FlG 6.4).

(FIG 6.4) Schematic of 'chimney' eflect, Rlslng hot air deters wind from
entering Ihe yard. The effect is partkularlyprominent in enclosed yards
with strong solar oc anthropogenlc heatlng (Theakston, 1998),
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openings in the walls do not exceed 20% and 25% of the perimeter
(FIG 6.6). Both Dodd and Gandemer indicate this rule-of-thumbto
be dependent on a minimum courtyard height, however. Dodd
assumes this proportion to be the same as for the enclosed yard:
between 2 or 3 x the courtyard's height. Ganderner indicates the
ce11 effect to begin at heights around 15 meters, but also gives a
maximum floor area (see Appendix C2). For the proportions
involved in the study, the two methods both indicate that the cell
effect is likely to develop for narrower than square ground
proportions and at heights taller than around three storeys. The
alcove yard is expected, because of the restrictive effect of its
canopy on flow (see FIG 6.8), to maintain its protective ceIl at
slightly wider ground proportions. Beyond these proportions
(Table II) (Table III) any shelter is expected to be of limited extent
and highly dependent on orientation.
For shallow and wide 'U'-shaped and alcove yards, the effects of
orientation are as follows. With wind approaching from the backwall of the courtyard, conditions are still likely to be relatively
sheltered as the length of the yard's side-walls limits the recirculation of wind into the courtyard (FIG 6.7 a). As the yard is
turned towards the flow, the limiting effect of the walls becomes

less (FIG 6.7 b) until, with flow parallel to the aperture, the wind
has a tendency to collide with the down-wind wall and swirl about
the yard (FIG 6.7 c). With the aperture at obtuse angles to the
direction of the flow, much of the sheltering capabililies of the yard
are presumably lost because of the formation of adjacent region of

le)
(FIG6 7 ) Schematlc of flow around a 'U'-shaped yard with varlous
wind directions, Source: redrawn from (Evans, 1957).

high and low pressure resulting in highly volatile conditions (FIG
6.7 d). Under these circurnstances, wind conditions inside the yard
potentially worsen. With flow normal to the aperture some shelter
is likely to be retained toward the back-wall because of a build up
of positive pressure across the yard (FIG 6.7 e). This is
particularlytrue for the alcove yard (FIG 6.8).

(HG 6.8) (a) Piclure of fiow directly toward vertical aperture of alcove
yard wiih transparent top, Because tfiere is no outlet for Ihe flow, a
posllive pressure develops and acts as a plug rnaking it difficult Io
displace alr wiîhln the yard (b), Note that the beneficial aspects 01 tfie
canopy were only wilnessed when lhere were no obstructions above.
Source: (b) redrawn Iran (Evans, 1957)
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6.1.4

'L'-SHAPED YARD

The 'LI-shaped yard provides a limited degree of enclosure.
Correspondingly,wind is able to enter the yard directly through a
wide range of orientations and, regardlessof angle of approach,
has a tendency to swirl within the yard. This swirling disrupts cairn
areaç which may otherwise form. Model studies indicate (Jensen
and Frank, 1964) (Evans, 1957) that the calmest areas tend to be
located at the intersectlon of the yard's defining walls and that the
degree to which the protected zone extends across the yard,
varies with the yard's geometry and orientation (FIG 6.9).
Generally, the sheltered zone does not extend over the full area of
the courtyard. Studies (Jensen and Frank, 1964) also suggest that
the use of particular geometries for this configuration lead to a
general worsening of wind conditions within the yard.
Height and ground proportion affect the degree to which calm spots
are eroded by swirling wind. For many of the orientations

examined, increasing height appears to lessen the sheltered zone
rather than expand it, as eddies swirling within the yard continually

(FIG 6.10) Plclure of flow around 'La-shapedyards: (a) Tall orlented lnto the
wind, (b) Tall orlentedaway from the wlnd and (c) Short orlented away from
the wind. For the 'l'-shaped yard the etects of proportionVary drastlcalty
wioi oie wlnd's angle of approach, For example, tail helghls orlenled Io the
wind are likely to be uncornfortableas wlnd repealedly swlrls withln the yard
before escaping. Tall helghls oriented away from the whd, however, are
advanlageous,
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pick up momentum with height. The consequences of a particular

height Vary drastically with the angle of approach of the wind,
however (FIG 6.10). Wind conditions within the yard are also
potentially aggravated by the proportion of the courtyard's walls to
one another. Yards of extreme ground proportionsand height seem
particularly sensitive to changes in wind direction white yards with
sides of similar length seem to encourage eddies to develop
through the widest range of orientations.
The effects of wind approaching the yard from different directions
are as follows. When the courtyard is facing away from the wind,
with walls at 45 degrees to the flow, circulation of air within the yard
is likely to be minimized as an arrested flow similar to that which is
experienced for the 'U'shaped yard is presumed to occur (see
FIG 6.7 a). Rotation in either direction is likely to decrease shelter.
With the yard facing away from the wind and walls at right angles
to the flow, air re-circulates back into the cavity and strong eddies
are intermittentlyformed (FIG 6.11a & e). With further rotation, an
increasing portion of the yard is unprotected. In the instance when
the flow runs diagonally across the yard, air continuously swirls
within the enclosed portion of the f o m (Theakston, 1998).This is
likely the worst orientation for this configuration. With the courtyard
oriented into the wind, the extent of the shelter offered by the yard
seems particularlydependent on proportion(FIG 6.11d & b). In
general, taller yards oriented directly to the wind are apt to be
particularly windy as the tendency for the wind to wash down the
face of the courtyard's walls increases with height (Dodd, 1989).

(FIG 6,11) Schematlc of fiow around an 'LWaped yard wiîh various wind

directions, Source: redrawn frwn (Evans, 1957).
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6.2
COMPARISON OF CONFIGURATIONS
For any proportlon or orientation, the enclosed yard is likely to
provide the most shelter. It is protected, regardless of the wind's
angle of approach through many of the proportions examined. As
noted above, much of the shelter of the enclosed yard can be
retained for narrower Alcove and 'U1-shapedyards. Although no
information could be found, it is suspected that the alcove is slightly
more sheltered than the 'Wshaped yard because of the limitations
on outflow posed by the alcove's roof. At any given proportion or
orientation, the IL'-shapedconfiguration can be assumed to be the
least protected of the configurations. It can be assumed only to
offer shelter from only a limited range of directions. This is not to
say that such an arrangement is incapable of providing shelter.
Rather, the 'L'shaped courtyard is best used in areas where there
is little wind, or the wind has a tendency to approach from a
predictabledirection.
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7 DISCUSSION
7.1

PROPORTION & ORIENTATION

7.1.1 ENCLOSED YARD
As a result of its single aperture, the relationship between the three
climatic parameters is relatively straight fonvard for the enclosed
yard.

The enclosed yard demonstrates an approximately linear
relationship with regards to a trade-off between solar access and
sky view-factor (FIG 7.1). Short forms are more sensitive to solar
altitude than taller. The lower the solar altitude, the less solar
radiation entering the yard through the yard's horizontal aperture
and less apparent the benefit of shorter forms. Although there are
instances where two or more enclosed yards have identical solar
access but dissimilar sky view-factor, the distinction is not
significant.

(Sky Vlew4actor)

(al

(Sky Vlew4rctor)

(Sky View-fmctor)

(cl

(b)

Wind Protected
O Unprotected

(FIG7.1) Graph of solar access in relation to sky vlew-factorfor al1
proportionsof enclosed yard for (a) 45" latitude, (b) 55" latitude and,
(c) 65' lailtude. Equlnox Is show In black and summer solstice ln
grey. Solld markers indicate proportionsthal are wlnd-protecled,

7.1.2 ALCOVE

On account of its single aperture, this configuration also shows a
constant rate of trade-off between solar access and sky viewfactor. The beneficial aspect of more open forms with regards to
solar receipt is most pronounced at equinox when, because of the
sun's lower path in the sky, more Sun reaches the interior of the
yard (FIG 7.2). Given that orientation from south decreases the
level of solar receipt at equinox and increases solar receipt at
solstice, alignment of the vertical aperture from south serves to
stabilize the seasonal variation in the relationship between these
climatic parameters (FIG 7.3).
The proportions of alcove which are protected from the wind are
those with the lowest level of solar access and highest degree of
obstruction of sky. The alcove with the highest level of solar
receipt, the widest and tallest, obstructs the sky the least and is
unsheltered from the wind. Conversely, the alcove with the lowest
solar receipt obstructs the sky the most and is protected from wind.
Although al1 the alcoves protected from the wind have a relatively
low level of solar receipt and high degree of obstruction of the sky,
it is worth noting that solar access and sky view-factor of a number
of protected alcoves is similar to a number of unprotected alcoves.
DISCUSSION 82
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'U'-SHAPED YARD
For the 'U'shaped yard, the relationship between the parameters
is more complex than for the alcove and enclosed yards. This is as
a result of the 'Ut-shapedyard's combination of horizontal and
vertical aperture.

7.1.3

For this configuration,the straight foward relationship between
solar access, sky view-factor and courtyard openness
disintegrates (FlG 7.4). With change in ground proportion, the size
of both horizontal and vertical apertures is affected and, although a
trade-off between solar access and sky view-factor exists, it grows
less evident as the width of yard increases. This is particularly
evident at low courtyard heights as the yard's relatively small walls
provide little obstruction to the sky but affect solar receipt more
drastically. With change in height only, just the vertical aperture is
affected and, as a result, an approximately linear relationship
between solar access and sky view-factor is evident. The rate of
trade-off with change to courtyard height differs for each ground
proportion, however. Essentially, as the walls grow taller, the

degree of obstruction of sky increases drastically while, because of
the presence of the vertical aperture, solar receipt remains more
stable. This effect is most prominent at lower solar altitudes since a
greater portion of the Sun reaches the courtyard through the vertical
aperture. For the same reason, wider yards show the least change
in solar access with change to sky view-factor. Aligning the yard
from south has little effect on these basic relationships (FlG 7.5).
For this configuration,there are a number of yards of similar solar
access values but different degrees of obstruction to the sky and
vice versa. There are also occasions where particular yards are
superior to others both in level of solar access and sky view-factor.
At equinox, these differences are often significant.
Of the proportions of 'U'shaped yard examined, the shortest
widest yard receives the most solar radiation per unit of area and
obstructs of the sky the least. It is unprotected from the wind. At
the other end of the scale, the narrowest tallest yard has the
lowest level of solar access but the highest degree of obstruction of
the sky. It is wind sheltered. In general, wind-protected forms
have lower solar access and obstructed sky. There are, however,
a number of instances where wind sheltered yards receive more
solar radiation per unit of area than unprotected yards. This is most
evident during the equinox. While solar receipt is always affected
by courtyard height and ground proportion, past a particular height,
wind protection is determined only by courtyard ground proportion.

ORIENTATION: 45 degrees from South

Wind Protected
Unprotected

(FIG 7.5) Graph of solar access ln relation to sky view-factor for al1
proportions'U1-shapedyard orienled 45 degrees from soulh for (a)
45" lalitude, (b) 55" latilude and, (c) 65" latitude, Equinox Is shown
in black and summer solstice in grey. Solld markers Indicale
proportions that are wind-protecled. Dotted iine indicates rough
position of grid points lor 'U-shaped yards wlVi due souai

7.1.4 '1'-SHAPED YARD
While the relative openness of the 'LI-shaped yard renders it prone
to the wind through a wide range of directions, its multiple apertures
add a layer of complexity to this configuration's relationship
between solar access and sky view-factor.

For 'LI-shaped yard, the trade-off between solar access and sky
view-factor is not strongly evident. Rather, the distorted grid
pattern which emerges (FIG 7.6) is partly because wide and
narrow yards are essentially the same proportion with different
orientation and, as such, have identical sky view-factor but distinct
levels of solar receipt. The differences in the orientation of the
yard's vertical surfaces, although of minor consequence at summer
solstice, are more notable with the lower solar path of equlnox. The
complexity of the relationship between the parameters also is due
to the fact that, for this configuration, the effects of change to ground
proportion on sky view-factor is not constant with height. At short

heights, the degree of obstruction of the sky is greatest for the
elongated ground proportions, whereas, at tall heights obstruction
of the sky is greatest for square yards. Similarly, increased height
decreases solar receipt for narrow yards but increases it for wider
ones. The overall effect is such that, for latitudes 55"and 6 5 O ,
yards of wider ground proportions benefit both in terms of sky
view-factor and solar access from increased height. Alignment of
the yard away from south, as it decreases solar receipt for narrow
'L'shaped yards more than wide, serves to increase the range of
the disparity between the yards (FIG 7.7).

ORIENTATION: 45 degrees from South
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7.2

COMPARISON OF CONFIGURATIONS

Both alcove and enclosed yards have relatively low levels of solar
access (FIG 7.8). However, the enclosed yard obstructs the sky
far less than the alcove. Although both yards demonstrate a linear
trade-off between solar access and sky view-factor, a change in
sky view-factor is of greater benefit to the alcove yard. This is
particularly noticeable at the equinox. Because the 'U1-shaped
yard has both horizontal and vertical aperture, for any given
proportion, its level of solar access is higher and the degree of sky
obstruction is lower. The degree of discrepancy between 'Utshaped and enclosed yard is only slight with the narrowest ground
proportions but becomes more prominent as width increases. In a
similar manner, the discrepancy between the 'Un-shapedyard and
the alcove is most pronounced for the shortest forms. The degree
of discrepancy between configurations also varies for each
proportion of 'Li-shaped yard. It is worth noting that although the
'L'shaped yard bas the highest solar access and the least degree
of obstruction of the sky for any given proportion, taller narrower
'L'shaped yards have similar sky view-factor and solar access to
shorter wider 'U1-shapedyards. Although alignment within 45
degrees from south has little affect on the other configurations, its
effect on the 'LI-shaped yard is drastic. Correspondingly, with
orientation 45 degrees from south the 'L'shaped yard has a lower
level of solar receipt to most of the 'Ut-shapedyards and even
many of the enclosed and alcove yards (FIG 7.9).

Although, wind-protected yards are generally those with the
highest solar access and least obstruction of the sky, this is not
always the case. At 45" and 55" latitude, many of the windprotected enclosed yards have a higher level of solar access than
unprotected alcoves. Similarly, for the latitudes examined, many of
the wind-protected 'U'-shaped yards have superior solar access to
unprotected alcoves and superior solar access and sky view-factor
to unprotected enclosed yards. When the yards are aligned 45
degrees from south, wind-protected 'Ut-shapedyards also have
superior solar access and sky view-factor to narrow 'L'-shaped
yards.
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(FIG 7.9s) Graph of solar access in relation to sky

view-factor for yards orienled 45 degrees from soulh
at 45" latitude, Equinox Is shown In black and
summer solstice in grey. Solid markers lndicate
proportions that are And-protected, Doîîed line
indicates rough positionol grld points for yards with
due south orienta8on.
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8 CONCLUSCONS
8.1

COURTYARD EFFlClENCY

It is important to recognize that the relationship between
the climatic indicators of solar access, sky view-factor
and wind shelter cannot be quantified easily. As a
result, it is diff icult to determine the overall consequences
of the predictable trade-offs which arise between t hose
parameters benefiting from an open arrangement and
those benefiting from a more compact arrangement.
However, because each of the climatic indicators is not
affected equally with changes to ground proportion,
height, orientation and configuration it is possible, in
some cases, to make judgments as to which yards are
likely to be more effective than others at encouraging
heatingfor the marginal period.

LATITUDE & SEASON
for the latitudes examined here: 45O, 55O, and 65", the
fundamental relationshipsof the f o n s to one another
remain largely the same. However, with a lower path of
travel of the Sun, the trade-off between the climatic
parameters of sky view-factor and solar access is less
pronounced. As a result, differences in overall efficiency
of the yards are most apparent away from the summer
solstice and, to a limited degree, at the higher latitudes.

8.2

8.3
DESIGN GUIDELINES
The following guidelines apply to courtyards less than
eight storeys in height with floor areas between 400
meters2to 800 meters2and with no one side exceedlng
60 meters in length.
8.3.1

ENCLOSED YARD

KEY PARAMEERS

The degree to which the enclosed yard encourages
warming during marginal season is chiefly determined by
its height. Ground proportion, with limited exception, is
of little importance for the enclosed yard. Slmilarly, thls
configuration can be rotated from adue south orientation
with little affect to thermal conditions within the yard.
Change in courtyard height of less than one storey can
be significant for yards which are shorter than four
storeys. For taller yards, change in height must be at
least two stories to significantlyaffect microclimate.
RECOMMENDATIONS

It is difficult to recommend which proportion of enclosed
yard is likely to be best for courtyard heating during the
marginal season. However, for sites where wind is a
concern, yards less than approximately four storeys in
height should be avoided.

OPTlONS

For many of the proportions of enclosed yard,
considerationshould be given to shifting configuration.
The relative merits of the alcove configuration over the
enclosed yard are apparent at latitudes 55' and 65".
On occasion, non wind-protected enclosed yards can
also be improved by changing to 'U'shaped yards of
taller wider proportions and, for enclosed yards less
than three storeys tall, to 'LI-shaped yards. Generally,
the shorter the enclosed yard, the better the range of
options and, potentially, the greater the benefits.

required before any modificationto its microclimate is
Iikely to result.
RECOMMENQATlONS

For the reasons cited above (see section 8.1), it is
difficult to glve commentary as to which alcove will be
better at encouraging warming during marginalsemons.
For locations where the wind varies in its angle of
approach, short wide alcoves should be avoided in
favor of taller yards of square ground proportion.
opnorvs

For the alcove, it is unclear whether courtyard
microclimatecan be improved by changing configuration.
8.3.2 ALCOVE
KEY PARAMEERS

The degree to which the alcove encourages warming
during marginal season is determined by its height,
ground proportion and, for wide yards, orientation.
Akhough the alcove rnay be oriented within 45 degrees
from south with little change to solar receipt, the direction
of the wind's approach is critical for al1 alcoves except
those of square ground proportions. Changes in height
of less than one storey are likely not to be slgnificant for
this yard. Small changes in ground proportion are
significant only when the yard is square in plan or when
the yard is very wide and tall. In general, significant
changes to the alcove's architectural proportions are

8.3.3 'U'-SHAPED YARD
KEYPARAMETERS

The degree to which the 'Ut-shapedyard encourages
warming during marginal season is determined by its
ground proportion and height. Orientation to the Sun is
of lesser importance as only very wide lu'-shaped
yards demonstrate a slgnificant decrease In solar receipt
with 45 degree alignment from south. Rather, with the
exception of narrower yards taller than four storeys,
orientation of the yard's vertical aperture relative to the
wind is likely to be of greater importance. Small
changes in proportionfor the 'Un-shapedyard are
notable when it is square in plan or shorter than four

oPnoNs
With a due south orientation, the performance of al1 but
very wide 'LI-shaped yards can be improved by
switching to the 'U8-shapedyard. With 45 degree
orientation of the yard from south, the 'LI-shaped yard
should be avoided al1together. Rather, with this
orientation, the 'U1-shapedyard of the same proportions
is likely a better option. As well, alcove and enclosed
yards offer significant improvement over very narrow
'L1-shapedyards oriented from south.
8.4
SUMMARY
The degree to which any of the courtyards encourages
warming during marginal season is greatly dependent on
its geometry. The importance of each geometdc
parameter varies from one forrn to the next. However,
within forty five degrees from south, orientation is
generally a secondary factor to proportion and
configuration. In many instances, the designer has a fair
degree of flexibility in their choice of courtyard form
before affecting climate. On the other hand, changes to
courtyard geometry need not necessarily be
architecturally significant to affect a yard's thermal
conditions. Often a number of design options are
available.

While it is uncertain as to the 'best' form for courtyard
heating for the marginal season, it is clear that some
forms are likely to be better than others. In particular,
narrow 'U8-shapedyards seem better suited than many
other combinationsof configuratlon and proportion at
encouraging seasonal warmth. Within the realm of
commonly employed courtyard geometry, often a broad
range of design options are available. In general,
determining the relative merits of one configuratlon
versus another for specific proportions is diff icult.
However, if the designer is flexible with respect to both
proportionand configuratlon, significant improvement in
courtyard microclimateis much more readily achievable.

8.5
FUTURE DIRECTIONS
This guide approximates the effects of change to
architecturalgeometry on key parameters of courtyard
microclimate in the generic context of an unobstructed
site. It is a first step towards a basic understanding of
the microclimate of outdoor spaces. The methodology of
this study can be easily applied to other latitudes and to
more complex geometric arrangements of speciflc sites.
The mode1could be improved by further quantifying
wind reductionwithin the yards. Additlonally, the effects
of reflected short-wave radiation could be considered.
Before this is to be done, however, simplified measures
of these parameters are required.
CONCL USION 1O4

APPENDIX A l
COMPUTATIONAL SEQUENCE FOR SOLAR ACCESS
(HG A.1) Computaîional sequence for solar access. inputs shown in
white rectangles, Calculation points shown in large circles. Final output
shown in black rectangle.
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APPENDIX A2
COMPUTATION OF SOLAR POSITION
The computer program SUNPATH v. 1.1 was used to calculate the position of the center of
the Sun in the sky at specific latitudes for a sequence of dates and times. The program Is
available through the Florlda Solar Energy Society. For an indepth explanation of the
scientific basis for the program see McCluney (1993). Inputs used in SUNPATH for
generating solar position are as follows:
LOCATION
a. Latitude - 45", 55") 65"
It is commonly accepted that the majority of people facing extended periods of cold weather
reside between 55" 65" latitude in Europe and between approximately 45" 55' in North
America and Asia.

-

-

b. Longitude - O"
For the study al1calculationsare made in reference to solar time. Although longitude affects
cornputation in reference to local tirne only, a default value must be entered before
calculation can proceed.
c. Time zone - 1
This parameter does not affect calculationsfor solar time (see above) but must be entered
into SUNPATH regardless of whether calculations are run in solar or local time. For the
study time zone 1 is used.

TlME PERIOD
a. Time of Day - 20 minute interval (sunrise to sunset)
Interval at which solar position and radiant intensity are sampled. With any digital
simulation, a trade off must be made between computational accuracy and speed. The
interval of 20 minutes is used by a number of similar studies and adopted here.

-

b. Date 21st March & June 21st

There is some difficulty in deriving a common period which marginal conditions can be
expected between 45" - 65"Latitude. In addition to uncertainties produced by year to year
variations, the difference between North American and European climates of similar latitude
must be acknowledged. The majority of populated locations with extended periods of cold
weather are likely to experience thaw between early March to late April (Rex, 1969). The
astronomical date for spring has been used here. Similarly, though July is often regarded
as the hottest month, June 21 is the time in which solar heating will be most pronounced.

APPENDIX A3
COMPUTATION OF RADIANT INTENSITIES
To compute the intensity of direct beam, diffuse sky and ground reflected components of
radiation received by each of the courtyard facets in clear conditions, the computer program
SUNSPEC v.1 was used. Like ils partner program SUNPATH, SUNSPEC is also
available from the Florida Solar Energy Society and is intended to make complex
calculations for solar radiation received by a surface available to a wide user group. The
programfeatures default parameters to describe environmentalconditions affecting solar
receipt common to the different seasons in different geographic regions. For the study a
number of modificationswere made to the default parameters based on the suggestion of
the program's author Dr. Christian Gueymard. For a more in-depthexplanation of the
scientific basis for the program see Gueymard (1993) and Gueymard and McCluney
(1993). Inputs for SUNSPEC used in the study are as follows:
SOLAR INTERVAL
a. Solar Position Position of the center of the Sun in the sky. For the study, batch data for each of the sample
days was generated in SUNPATH. (see Appendix A2)
GEOMETRK
a. Surface Orientation various
Orientation of the courtyard facets input in ternis of surface tilt (O0- 90°), with 90" being the
value for a vertical surface, and azimuth (O0- 359") with 0° being North and increasing in a
clockwise manner. For the study scenarios are run for a horizontal surface and for vertical
surfaces with azirnuths of 0°, 60°, 75, 9U0,150°, 16s0, 180°, 240°, 255O, 270°, 330°,345'
from south.

-

EXTRATERRESTRIAL
a. Extraterrestrial lrradiance -1367 w/m2
The currently accepted value for the apparent solar constant is 1367Wlrn2
b. Earth orbit radius correction factor- Calculated automatically by Julian day
The seasonai change in distance between the earth and Sun affects the arnount of solar
radiation received at the top of the atmosphere by approxirnately 13% (ASHRAE, 1993)
(Duffie and Beckman, 1974). Because of this, a correction factor between 0.966 (Summer)
and 1.034 (Winter) is often applied to the apparent solar constant. SUNSPEC calculates
the correction factor automatically based on Julian day.
ATMOSPHERIC
a. Angstrom's turbidity exponent AlphallAlpha2 - 1.3
Turbidity is a measure of the total amount of energy lost from the direct beam component
due to extinction from natural and anthropogenic aerosols. Changes in turbidity effect the
ratio of direct to diffuse radiation. Some variation can be witnessed with season and
latitude (Leckner, 1978).
ALPHA is one of two parameters used to describe turbidity by SUNSPEC. It specifies the
spectral behaviour of the optical characteristics of aerosols. This is closely related to
particle size, frequency and distribution. Given that Alpha is not always constant with
wavelength, the program features inputs for shorter and longer wavelengths. Though
variation between O 3.0 have been measured, average ALPHA values are generally
close to 1.3. As a result, many atmospheric models consider ALPHA to be constant and
equal to 1.3 (Gueymard and McCluney, 1993) (Leckner, 1978). This assumption has been
adopted for the study.

-

b. Turbidity coefficient BETA - Equinox 0.04, Summer Solstice 0.07
Second of two parameters used in the study to describe Turbidity. Angstromtsturbidity
coefficient, BETA, represents the fraction of the direct beam that scattered due to aerosols
at wavelength 1000nm. Recently, Gueymard has developed a much improved method for
calculating turbidity. Though hourly variation can be significant, no particular pattern has
been observed (Gueyrnard and Garrison, 1998). A decrease in BETA can be expected
with increased latitude and towards the winter season. Urban centers are, expected to
have higher atmospheric turbidities as a result of anthropogenic aerosols. The values used
in the study are 0.04 for the equinox and 0.08 for the summer solstice and were derived
from publicationswritten by and from personal communicationwith Dr. Gueymard. A change
in BETA in the order of I0.01 is roughly equivalent to a change in the value of direct solar
radiation of I2% (Gueymard and Garrison, 1998).
NOTE: If BETA (see below) is entered, SUNSPEC calculates another parameter, TAU5
(aerosol optical thickness at 500nm) , using:
BETA=TAU ~ (.5A*w)
O
Using 1.3 as an input for ALPHA and 0.04 as an input for BETA then TAUS = 0.075

c. Precipitable Water - Equinox 1.O, Summer Solstice 2.0
-Precipitable water is a measure of the amount of water vapor in the air column above
the observer. Changes to precipitable water effect both diffuse and direct solar
radiation in similar proportions. Northem locations are assumed to have low

precipitable water in winter with overall values reaching a maximum towards summer.
Marine climates generally dernonstrate higher levels of precipitable water than
Continental. Although day to day variation is fairly high, average amounts at high

latitudes are expected to be between 0.5 cm and 2.2 cm in the marginal period and to
be between 1.5 cm and 3 cm during the summer. For the simulation, values for
precipitable water for March 21 and June 21 are estimated based on measured
monthly averages as presented in Gueymard (1994). Gueymard suggests that
variability of precipitable water likely ".. .has slight, -but discernible- effect on solar
radiation in cold climates." (Gueymard, 1994 pg.62) Of the cold climate latitudes
examined here, regional variation of precipitable water can be expected to influence
global irradiance values to approximately 14%.
f. Atmospheric Surface Pressure- 1OOOmb

-Atmospheric pressure is the force per unit of area exerted by weight of gases in the
atmosphere. Primarily a f unction of altitude, atmospheric pressure also is inf luenced
faintly by latitude and season. Generally monthly averages are between 980mb 1020mb over Europe and North America between 45"-65" latitudes (Muller and
Oberlander, 1978). The value of 1000mb is used here. Given that changes in
atmospheric pressure are likely only to affect radiation totals to within less than half a
percentage, this assumed value is sufficient for the purposes of the study.

g. Ozone Thickness- .35 cm
Ozone thickness is a measure of the amount of solar absorption caused by ozone.
"Ozone absorption typically accounts for only 2-3 percent of the solar radiation
depletion, but this is often 10-20 per cent of the absorption of incoming solar beam."
(Van Heuklon, 1979 pg.63) Ozone thickness is at a maximum in spring and minimum
in the fa11 with seasonal variation being particularly high at sub-polar latitudes.
Although the overall effects are generally not well understood, ozone concentrations
also exhibit variation with longitude and sutface features. Average amounts of ozone
generally Vary between 0.3 -0.4 cm. The default value for SUNSPEC's 'Northern

-

spring' and 'Northern summer'of .35 cm is used here. Within the range of ozone
values typically encountered, this assumption affects the accuracy of the calculated
values for direct beam within I
0.2%.
TERRESTRIAL INPUTS
h. Local Ground Albedo- Equinox .35,Summer Solstice .20
Local ground albedo is a measure of the reflectivity of the ground immediately
surrounding the collector. It is used in the calculation of the ground reflected portion of
the radiation incident on the tilted surface. According to Gray and Male (1981) values
for ground albedo are potentially as high as -95 ( fresh snow) and as low as .O3
(dense forest). Given the sensitivity of ground diffuse radiation to changes in local
albedo, for purposes of the study it is assumed that ground reflected radiation plays
only a minor role in the total irradiance of the courtyard. For March 21, an albedo of
.35, corresponding roughly with "Snow saturated with water (during period of intense
melting)" (Rex, 1969) is used. For June 21 an albedo of -20, roughly corresponding
to concrete or grass (Brown, 1995))is used.
g. Zonal ground albedo - Equiriox .30, Summer Solstice .15
Zonal land albedo is a measure of the average reflectivity of the ground in the
geographic region of the collector. It is used to compute the effect of back-scattering
between the surface of the earth and sky. This affects the total of diffuse radiation
received by a surface. At high latitudes this value will Vary seasonally. Average
zona1 albedos for latitudes 45". 55' and 65' are approximately .70, .55 and .40 for
winter and approximately -15 in summer (Kung, Bryson and Lenschow, 1964). For
the study the value of .30is used for equinox and .15 for summer solstice. This
assumption affects the accuracy of the calculated values for diffuse sky radiation
within 11 O%,
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APPENDIX A4

COMPUTATION OF GEOMETRIC OBSTRUCTION

For computation of the area of courtyard irradiated by direct beam at each time interval
during the sample day, a programming routine was written for the commonly available
cornputer modeller MlNlCAD 6.0TM.The language used is a form of the programming
language Pascal, referred to as 'MINIPASCAL'.
The routine first draws the courtyard according to the configuration and proportions specified
by the user. For each courtyard facet, two planes are drawn, one of a dark color to signify
courtyard exterior and one of a lighter color to signify couttyard interior. Using azirnuth and
altitude data produced by SUNSPEC and stored in the modelier's integrated spreadsheet ,
the routine rotates the courtyard to the sun's point of view. The portion of interior planes
obscured by exterior planes is then rernoved by polygon clipping. The projected area of
interior facet which rernains is appended to ASCII. Finally, al1 polygons are deleted and the
process repeated until the loop was cornpteted for al1the specifled altitude and azimuth
values for the sample day (FIG A.2).

(FIG A.2) Overview of mlnipascalroutine for computatlon of
geornstric obstruction. The routine (a) draws the couriyard to
the proporilons specified by the user. (b) Rotates the yard to
the sun's polnt of vlew. Through potygon clipphg, (c) removes
the portion of interior surfaces not receivlng direct beam,

APPENDIX B I
COMPUTATIONAL SEQUENCE FOR VIEW-FACTORS
(FIG0.1) (a) Computational sequence for derivation of ground and sky view-factors.
Inputs shown in white rectangles. Calcuiation points shown in large circles. Final ouîput
shown in black rectangle. View-factors for ground and sky for each facet were used in
computation of solar access. Total sky-view factor for courtyard is used Io as a measure
of long-wave acîiiity, (b) Coordinate based system for calcuiation of view-factors

iEQUENCE FOR VIEW-FACTORS
al sequena for derivation of ground and sky view-factors,
ingles. Calculation points show in large circles. Final output
Ilew4actorsfor ground and sky for each facet were used in
s. Total sky-view factor for courtyard is used Io as a measure
bordinab based system for calculaîionof vlew-factors
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APPENDIX B2
VIEW-FACTOR EQUATIONS
Equations used to compute view-factors for courtyard facets are those of Johnson and
Watson (1984) (1985). For adjacent surfaces of flnite length (FIG 8.2) wall view-factors
can be derived analytically for any point if the azirnuth and elevation an'gles are known
by :

= 1 1 Zn {(yi

y,) t cosp [ tan-' (cosp tan y,)

- tan-' (cosg

tan yJ])

(HG 8.2) Adjacent surfaces of
finile lengtti.

Where:
Y, = Vlew-factor from point to a facet
y, = Azimuth angle 1 in radians
y, = Azimuth angle 2 in radians
f3 = Altitude angle in radians

Similarly, for finite surfaces opposite the plane of calculation (FIG 8.3):

vW= 1 12n {siny, tan" (tanp cos yJ - sin y,
+ sinp [tan-' (cosp tan yJ - tan-' (cosp
Where the variables are defined as above.

tan" (ta@ cos y,)
tan y,)])

(FIG 8.3) Parallelsurfaces of
finite lengtfi,

The view-factor across an area can then be approximated by calculating the view-factors
of individual points along a surface: Y,, iIi2, V, . . . V, for n surface elements: AA,, AA,,
AA3. . . AA, . Then using:

Where :
Y
,, = View-factor across an area (approximate)
A = Total area of calculation plane
AA, = A r e a of surface element

APPENDlX Cl
FACILITES FOR WlND VISUALIZATION
Visualization of the air flow around the basic courtyard shapes was
conducted by means of an open channel water flume and with aid
of the consulting engineers at THEAKSTON ENVIRONMENTAL in
Guelph, Ontario (FIG CA). Models were constructedof ,635mm
Plexiglas at a scale of approximately 1:120. The test section of the
water flume is 1.22 m In width and approximately 6 m in length (FIG
C.2).
The technique uses water to represent the movement of wind.
The procedure is based on the fact that wind, as a fluid, behaves
in accordance with all fluids. In order to achieve the same flow
characteristics at reduced scales, atmospheric features such as
turbulence and wind speed must be correctly scaled to the
dimensions of the wind tunnel. Speed of the flow was adjusted in
accordance with Reynolds' Number which accounts for differences

(FIG C,1) The Theakslon EnvironmentalBulldlng In Guelph,
Ontario, where the vlsuaiizations were conducted with the aM
of consulting engjneer Stephen Pollock,

(FIG C,2) Open-channel water flume used for Uie simulation.

in fluid density and viscosity at various scales. Boundary layer
conditions were simulated by passing upstream flow over a
roughenedsurface (FIG C.3). The flow at particular points of
interest were then made visible by injecting the water with colored
dye. The models were illuminated from the top and photographs
taken using 400 ASA color film.

(FIG C,3) Elementsfor simulation of wind velociîy profile In open
channel water ilurne. To accurately represent wlnd veloclty profile
and turbulent lntensiîy al the earth's surface, the upslream iiow
passes through spires and over an anay of cubes,
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APPENDIX C2
GANDEMER: MESHING CRITERIA
Gandemer (1975) (1979) indicates that for yards with heights
approximately 15 meters to 25 meters, a protected pocket of calm
air will form in a yard regardless of wind direction provided that:
-The width of the vertical opening does not exceed 25% of the
perimeter(Fl0 C4)

- The dimensionless parameter S/h2is less than 10 (FIG C5)
where,

Opening S 25Oh Perimeter

S = floor area of the yard

h = Mean height of the yard

(FIG C.4) Perimeler crileria for Gandemeh
'Mesh effecf to occur.

Given that the floor area for the yards is constant for the study,
values of Slh2Vary only with height. The only proportion to
exceed the maximum value for Slh2were heights of 1-2 storeys. It
is interesting to note that yards of this proportion also failed to meet
the minimumcriteria for height.

Floor Area 1

2 1O

(FIG C-5) Geomelric criterla for Gandemer's
'Mesh effect' to occur. Ftoor area of courtyard
reslrfcted by height.

Appendix D l
DESIGN DATA FOR 45' LATITUDE
Pages 120-123 contaln courîyard data for
45" latitude, Data for 45" latitude 1s
plotted on page 95 and page 98.
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